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Abstract:  

Climate change impacts are among the most essential global challenges. Climate policy, espe-

cially adaptation connects strongly to the geographical space: impacts and adaptation interven-

tions both occur in the physical environment. Territorially different challenges require territo-

rially different responses in each region. Spatially conscious planning of adaptive responses as 

well as monitoring their effectiveness, territorially different impacts and adaptive capacities are 

important policy tasks. The question is whether these spatial characteristics were taken into 

consideration properly in adaptation policy – an issue that has not been examined in proper 

depth so far. To examine the emergence of territorial aspects the first step is to define the sub-

stance of spatiality in general and in adaptation policy in particular. To support this definition 

process and the future comparative analyses of national climate adaptation documents’ spatial 

sensitivity, the goal of this study is to give a short overview of different disciplines’ space in-

terpretations. According to the results, a mixture of absolute ad relative interpretations, a more 

emphasised use of objective and external spaces, as well as cohesion concepts of regional de-

velopment policy can constitute the theoretical foundations of the future examination of the role 

and degree of spatiality in national adaptation policy instruments.  

 

Keywords: spatial aspects, climate change, climate adaptation, adaptation planning, spatiality 

JEL Codes: Q54, Q58, R58 

 

1. Introduction 

 

This study is second part of a presentation held in the “Society-Economy-Nature: Synergies in 

the Sustainable Development Scientific Conference” on 03.11.2022, in Sopron and the article 

elaborated from that presentation and is under publication in the E-conom journal. That first 

lecture/article dealt with the main findings of the actual climate adaptation planning- and mon-

itoring/reporting/evaluation (MRE)-literature, going into details about the challenges caused by 

the impacts and consequences of climate change as key geo-economic issues; the EU’s leading 

role in fighting against climate change at strategic planning and policy level19, and the difference 

                                                 
19 The adoption of the European Green Deal and Fit for 55! packages also strengthened adaptation’s momentum, 

recommending massive increase of community resilience. The EU’s development policy environment exactly 

reflects this fact: CC is among the main policy priorities of both the community’s 2014-20 and 2021-27 pro-

gramming periods. 

https://doi.org/10.35511/978-963-334-499-6-Suto
mailto:attila.suto@uni-corvinus.hu
mailto:attila.gergely.suto@enstrat.hu
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between mitigation and adaptation pillars20. One of the most important lessons of climate adap-

tation planning and MRE practice is that spatial characteristics matter at each level: territorially 

different impacts need territorially different adaptation responses. So spatial viewpoints and 

special emphasis on geographical characteristics should be of key importance in climate (par-

ticularly in adaptation) policy. The question is that how and in what degree takes the tradition-

ally sector-oriented planning scene the spatial aspects into consideration in climate adaptation 

policy in the different countries?  

The first results of the international literature review revealed that among the distin-

guished territorial levels of adaptation policies, most of the literature deals with local (mostly 

urban) mitigation and adaptation problems and their management. The regional and national 

levels get lesser emphasis, especially Europe-wide comparisons of national adaptation activities 

are lacking21. Beyond the role of spatial planning in adaptation or the growing importance of 

hazard assessments and risk information in spatial planning, however, neither the importance 

of proper, territorially conscious monitoring and evaluation; nor the role of spatial thinking and 

spatial aspects in adaptation policy appeared directly. All in all, adaptation policy instruments’ 

spatiality has not been examined in proper depth neither at national nor at local level in Euro-

pean comparison, neither in a comprehensive way nor from a scientific point of view (Sütő, 

2023).  

 

Territorial aspects of climate adaptation policy 

Climatic factors influencing the regionally different impacts and consequences of climate 

change are among the most important elements of geographic endowments22. Spatially different 

impacts need spatially different adaptation responses, indicating that spatial thinking and spe-

cial emphasis on  

geographical features are of key importance in climate (adaptation) policy. Climate impacts, 

consequences and sectoral vulnerabilities emerge actually locally, so municipal leaders and mi-

cro-regional/regional or national decision-makers have a fundamental interest in properly 

planned adaptation steps. For this, they require profound, up-to-date territorial knowledge on 

the issues (Sütő et al., 2023) via spatially sensitive situation analyses, risk and vulnerability 

assessments tracing relative spatial/territorial differences. 

In the related literature given authors deal with the role of the space-oriented geography 

in understanding climate change, adaptation and their spatiality (Randalls, 2017; Farbotko, 

2017; Chang & Wi, 2018; Colven & Thomson, 2018; Taylor  & O’Keefe, 2021,); others with 

the spatially determined nature and geographical dimensions of adaptation interventions and 

knowledge (e.g. in the form of risk maps like Koks et al., 2014), saying that environmental (and 

within it: climate) policies must be better linked to regional policy (Davidse et al, 2015; Weck-

roth & Ala-Mantila, 2022). Increasing attention on spatial issues and the relationships between 

adaptation-oriented, strategic and spatial planning activities can also be observed (Greiving & 

Fleischhauer, 2010; Sapountzaki et al., 2011; Greiving & Schmidt-Thomé, 2013; Storbjörk & 

Uggla, 2014). Because climate policy, especially its adaptation pillar cannot be handled sepa-

rately from the geographical (and other types of) space(s), integrating geographical and/or spa-

tial aspects into adaptation policy making from strategic planning through implementation and 

                                                 
20 While Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emission causes problems worldwide, and its management requires global coop-

eration and negotiations; then adaptation has to find local answers for particular local climate impacts. 
21 Out of the articles few goes further than identifying planning practice- or planning method-related problems and 

structural or financial limitations at different territorial levels 
22 Together with geomorphological, ecological, hydrographical, and soil characteristics; frequently influence de-

mographic and economic conditions of a given area 
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monitoring to evaluation, tracking the sectoral “mainstreaming23” of adaptation; and strength-

ening the spatial approach within adaptation policies are fundamental development and climate 

policy tasks.  

 

2. Objective of the article 

 

Already the Introduction chapter referred to the fact that climate policy, especially its adaptation 

pillar cannot be handled separately from the geographical space. Consequently, integrating ter-

ritorial aspects into adaptation policy making, from the actual planning of the whole adaptation 

process; through systematic monitoring of territorial achievements of the related strategic ob-

jectives and precise evaluation of territorial effectiveness of interventions; to following the sec-

toral “mainstreaming” of adaptation and strengthening the spatial approach within adaptation 

policies are fundamental development and climate policy tasks. 

To respond to the geographical and spatial characteristics in climate adaptation, the over-

all objective is to analyse and evaluate the geographical / spatial / territorial content and focus 

of European national climate adaptation policies through the assessment of the role and degree 

of spatial thinking and sensitivity to spatial issues in climate adaptation policy instruments. For 

this the planned research will examine the current presence of territorial thinking and spatial 

content in adaptation planning, and MRE activities. As a first step, we must define the essence 

of spatiality: what we understand under the terms “spatial aspects” or “spatial approach”, under 

the concept “spatiality” in general and in climate adaptation policies and activities particularly. 

This article aims this identification. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Disciplinary context and indicative thematic connections of the planned re-

search (as a whole) 

Source: Own editing (2023) 

 

For answers we turned to the different space interpretations of some relevant disciplines 

(natural geography, social geography, economic geography, regional sciences, regional geog-

raphy, regional economics, political and administrational sciences and international relations, 

geo-politics) and fields (regional development policy, spatial planning and strategic planning) 

that connect strongly to the concept of space (Figure 1). Because the main scope (spatial content 

of adaptation activities) is a space-centred issue, the research chooses directly or indirectly 

                                                 
23 Mainstreaming is this sense means the integration of adaptation objectives and aspects into sectoral policy doc-

uments. 
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space-oriented disciplines from whose point of view it will be able to identify “spatiality” and 

spatial thinking”. The next subchapters introduce the results of this overview based on scientific 

and grey literature review and my related development policy experience. 

 

3. Methodology for identifying space interpretations in different disciplines: how should 

we approach spatiality in adaptation? 

 

This article, as its predecessor24, is based on a comprehensive literature review whose method 

followed the logic of the first part. Beyond the literature items and practical policy materials I 

collected from regional and spatial planning practice during the recent decades, the literature 

selection was based again on detailed library and internet search. In the review process, I used 

the same databases of JSTOR (https://www.jstor.org/ and the BCE’s Library 

(https://hunteka.uni-corvinus.hu/) as in the case of the first article. The used keywords of the 

advanced search rounds were “space interpretation”, “spatiality” “territoriality”, “territorial 

thinking”, “territorial aspects”, “spatial aspects”, “spatial sensitivity”, “territorial sensitivity”, 

and their further permutations, completed with the name of a discipline (e.g., territorial thinking 

+ regional study, spatial sensitivity + geopolitics, etc.). I must emphasise that the review con-

centrated explicitly on spatiality (delimited/limitless space as a general concept in the centre) 

and not on territoriality (as statistically/administratively delimited units of the surface in the 

focus); but to cover as wide literature basis as possible, during the literature search I used both 

spatiality and territoriality as keywords. 

Regarding the selected criteria for analysis, I basically sought for literature from previ-

ously chosen disciplines / practical fields that I consider spatially interested. I did not apply any 

regional selection criterion; the processed literature came from all regions/countries of the 

world. As opposed to the first phase of the literature review introduced in the first article, I did 

not apply any limit regarding the year range of the literature items because I was interested all 

kinds of space interpretations independently from the time of their creation.  

All literature items were analysed according to a predefined aspect system. I sought in 

the articles 1) the presence of related concepts (space, territory, place, region, etc.); 2) the men-

tioning of spatial elements; 3) spatial dimensions or 4) spatial structure; 5) the concrete descrip-

tion of actual space interpretations. Then the possible involvement of these aspects in climate 

policy and the concrete comparative document analysis were considered. 

The review preferred the conceptual or synthetizing works of authors that can provide us 

with a comprehensive picture of given space considerations. As an initial step I turned both to 

definitive space concepts like that of Agnew (1989), Massey (1994) or Cresswell (2008) and to 

synthetizing or collective works like that of Haggett (2006) (who defined the basic territorial 

concepts of the geographical space), Faragó (2012) (who introduced the main interpretations 

and approaches of territorial reasoning and evolution of space concepts and notions), Nemes-

Nagy (1998) (who introduced the development of concepts and examination methodologies of 

the relationship between space and society in regional science) and Dusek (2004) (who, sum-

marized the basic issues of social space research, as a foundation of territorial analyses).  

During the overview of works of different authors looking for a proper definition of space, 

as Dusek (2004) warns us, we can find either blurred concepts or too narrow definitions valid 

only for given situations. Several studies that deal with territorial analyses’ methodological 

background generally start with philosophical space definitions. These differentiate 3 main ap-

proaches: absolutist and relativist interpretations and the interpretation of Kant. However, re-

garding the complexity of the notion of space, none of the above can be regarded as exclusively 

applicable (Nemes-Nagy, 1998; Dusek, 2004).  

                                                 
24 The first part, presented at the “Society-Economy-Nature: Synergies in the Sustainable Development Scientific 

Conference” in 2022 and to be published in the E-econ journal. 

https://www.jstor.org/
https://hunteka.uni-corvinus.hu/
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Regarding the related concepts (space, territory, place, region), the definitions of Haggett 

(2006) reflect the absolutist approach. In his synthetizing work he refers to space as a large area 

without boundaries, “ranging in size from local areas to the global” meanwhile territory is 

usually „the terrestrial space that is used to denote its geometric part”. The author also defines 

the concepts of region and place25 as delimited, lower-level units of space. Classical geography 

regards space, region, territory, area and place as strongly connected concepts, referring to 

given units of the earth’s surface. Cresswell (2008) calls space as a location or a geographical 

point on the earth’s surface with exact identities (defined by longitude and latitude). As opposed 

to the meaningful places, Cresswell thinks, it does not have a concrete meaning. Massey disa-

greed with the idea that space is meaningless and sees both place and space as „inextricably 

intertwined” entities. The one informs the other, so they cannot be handled separately (Massey, 

1994). Agnew (1989) also underlines that space is a more abstract concept, and he continues 

that it is something that is more conceptual than real as opposed to places. Tuan (1979) argued 

that space and place together are the essence of geography that uses spatial analysis and explain 

spatial organisation. According to Faragó (2012), in the postmodern interpretations space and 

place are especially distinguished. The first one, as Agnew (1989) already had pointed out, is a 

general, abstract concept, to a lesser extent a „larger physical unit”, but much more a system 

of places (relational system of occupied positions in space). Other, postmodern interpretations 

of space as a conceptual base for „spatial structures” where space is the „relational system of 

the multitude of occupied positions”, meanwhile place is a „specific experience” which depicts 

the relational system locally (Faragó, 2012), lead us further from absolutist interpretations to 

the relativist approaches. We see territory means principally delimited, administrative unit, 

meanwhile space is a more general/abstract spatial concept. In case of adaptation policy, we 

can concentrate rather on the latter notion.  

 

4. Results: space interpretations in spatially focused disciplines / fields 

 

The following subchapters introduce the main space concepts and interpretations of those dis-

ciplines / fields on which research exploring spatiality’s presence in adaptation policies can be 

built. 

 

4.1. (Natural) Geography – the basis of human space interpretations 

 

Geography in general is one of the most significant space-oriented disciplines; its understanding 

of space creates the foundations of many others. Cohen (2003) defines geography as a discipline 

that studies the characteristics and patterns of the natural and anthropogenic environment’s in-

teractions – this definition indicates the main branches of the discipline: natural and social/eco-

nomic geography. The basis of the discipline’s space interpretation derives basically from nat-

ural geography that examines space with empirical tools based on positivism/realism, regarding 

space as an external endowment, as Faragó (2012) remarks in his summarizing work. But where 

are these bases from? Faragó says that natural sciences (e.g., physics, geometrics) provide the 

roots of the generally known space concept (the well-known three-dimensional space without 

preferred points, an „empty form that can be freely filled in”). This geometrical space is time-

less, immaterial and homogeneous (Dusek, 2004). Additionally, there is an ordering force de-

riving from space’s substance as an independent variable that affects its elements. This ap-

proach still has the strongest impact on human thinking of the issue (Faragó, 2012).  

                                                 
25 The region is "a part of the earth's surface with defined boundaries and characteristics". Place is „also a certain 

part of the earth's surface applies, (…)  we do not use it in an abstract sense, only one can be identified location-

related” (Haggett, 2006:5). 
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The described features, e.g. the container-like space, are the essence of the absolutist 

space interpretation in which space is an objective entity with its own structure, based on the 

special dualism of continuity of space and division of the things in the “container” (Korompai, 

1995; Nemes-Nagy, 1998; Dusek, 2004) (Figure 2, part a). Though this approach is basically 

“rudimentary”, it has still a strong role as an interpretational framework in practical fields fo-

cusing on space formation (e.g., physical planning, architecture, urban planning, etc.) (Nemes-

Nagy, 1998). One of the main absolutist space interpretation-oriented subjects of geographical 

analyses is the natural space as the actual framework of human activities, that directly influ-

ences the individuals’ behaviour. Dusek (2004) even use the notion of natural geographic space, 

as a part of the natural space that can be perceived by humans in terrestrial scale. In this ap-

proach it is not difficult to recognize similarities with the geographical space of climate change 

as frameworks of climatic processes (“the container” in which these processes are taking place) 

and at the same time the space is also affected by those processes. 

We can see natural geography’s absolute space interpretation and geography’s space, 

place and territory concepts (delimited/limitless geographical areas with abstract or concrete 

meaning) still have relevant impact on current human space interpretation and as such, can form 

one basis of an adaptation’s spatiality-oriented research.  

 

4.2. Social and economic geography – territorial differences of spatial elements 

 

As a discipline of cultural geographical patterns, social and economic geography use similar 

space interpretations than natural geography but with a special focus: it examines the society’s 

natural spatiality. Here the other main approach, the relativist interpretation comes into our 

attention that depicts space as a system of relations between objects (objective beings) and an 

order of coexistence. This division of spatial elements and their relations creates the continuity 

of space (Korompai, 1995; Nemes-Nagy, 1998; Dusek, 2004) (Figure 2 part b). Here, spatial-

ity’s essence, according to Nemes-Nagy (1998), is the dualism of non-identity of spatial objects 

with each other26. Consequently, social and economic geography focus mainly on places, posi-

tions and regions. 

Dusek (2004) considers social space as the external space of human activities that can be 

identified by geographic coordinates and described by humans’ and their communities’ fea-

tures. The social space is the framework, subject, and result of human activities. Its materialized 

results exist in the natural space, so defining their locations are similar task to that of the natural 

geographical objects. This fact explains the even nowadays significant weight of absolutist ap-

proach in spatial studies.  

Amin (2002) refers to the social space construction when considers place as the embodi-

ment of virtual forces, temporary “spatio-temporalisation” of associational networks. He and 

other social geographers focus on sociocultural and -material aspects of spaces, regarding space 

(in the form of architectural, material, relational, social, and discursive spaces) and place as 

core elements of their interpretations and considering both concepts socially constructed27 

(Baroutsis et al., 2017).  

As in this theories space does not derive from the nature but from the society (more ex-

actly: from the mutual connections between the two spheres). The mentioned approaches focus 

mostly on the various relational systems, networks, and structures (Faragó, 2012). Social 

space’s materialized elements such as movements, points and formations of points, hierarchies, 

networks, and surfaces have outstanding role in territorial analysis. In this framework surface 

is a limitless space yet, while regions have boundaries. The surface can be regarded as the sum 

                                                 
26 At the same time, while the essence of temporality is the dualism of non-identity with themselves; finally, spa-

tiotemporal existence is the non-identity with both each other and themselves. 
27 According to them, social spaces and places produce and recreate social interactions and practices. 
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of the regions. To analyse the spatiality of society means therefore the examination of the sur-

face and its regions. These analyses are based on the aspects of the geometric space (e.g., dis-

tribution of points, features of plane figures) and use related notions (distance, point, line, etc.) 

(Dusek, 2004). We can see clearly here the evolution from and further development of natural 

geography’s space concepts. 

 
 

Figure 2: Different interpretations of space: absolute space (part a) of natural geogra-

phy, relativist approach of localized outer spaces of social spheres (part b) and the inter-

pretative, multi-layered approach of regional sciences 

Source: Own editing (2023), based partly on Nemes-Nagy (1998) 

 

All in all, social and economic geography regard space as a system of relations between 

objects, where non-identity with both each other and themselves is the main ordering force. 

This approach is essential in an analysis focusing on spatiality of adaptation, which deals basi-

cally with differences of spatial impacts of climate change and different adaptive capacities / 

vulnerabilities of given regions, countries, micro or macro regions, functional areas; or different 

effectiveness of policy measures in given territorial units. Furthermore, considerations of 

space’s materialized elements such as climate impact-induced movements of people, identifi-

cation of particularly vulnerable points (settlements), point formations (settlement groups), hi-

erarchies (urban networks), networks (infrastructure elements) and surfaces (vulnerable re-

gions) are also essential in adaptation-oriented planning as subjects of targeted interventions. 

The emphasis on places, positions and regions must be central aspects in an analysis of national 

adaptation activities’ spatial performance, too. But the evolution of space interpretations does 

not stop here. The special space manifestations of different disciplines using this relativist ap-

proach and the mathematical methods get us to the space interpretations of the even more eco-

nomic and social space-oriented studies.  

 

4.3. Regional study: parallel use of external and internal space concepts 

 

Space has several layers. This multi-layered nature of space is reflected well in the interpretative 

approach mentioned by Faragó (2012:10-11): different manifestations of space require different 

interpretations, due to the nature of space as very complex systems’ spatiality. In this approach, 

says the author „the substance of space manifests in the variety of its appearances and aspects”, 

because different disciplines use different concepts to describe space, based on their unique 

objects and interpretations. Adaptation policy, as integrator of several sectors, harmonizes dif-

ferent manifestations of space, too, to identify how the society, the different sectors or the ad-

aptation policy planning itself interprets the “subject-spaces” of their activities. 
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As a distinguished advocate of the interpretative approach, regional studies (together with 

classic regional economics and location theories) developed further the earlier mentioned ap-

proaches in their space interpretations. Meanwhile social and economic geography, as we saw 

earlier, concentrate on the relation system of society’s external spatial elements, regional stud-

ies bring “internal spaces” into the analysis (Nemes-Nagy, 1998; Faragó, 2012).  

Under existence in space and time Nemes-Nagy understands inequalities and some forms 

of order and nominates the two main components of the spatial dimension: territorial inequali-

ties (differences) and territorial order (configuration - the functioning systems’ spatial struc-

ture). To identify differences, spatial research prefers quantitative analyses of regional inequal-

ities disaggregating upper territorial levels into lower territorial units to explore internal divi-

sions. Meanwhile, configuration is analysed by elaboration of thematic maps. All in all, in the 

modern regional study’s approach both specific geographical and social conditions and mech-

anisms are considered.  

If in an analysis a social sphere’s localization / connection to geographical space play a 

crucial role, we talk about external space (the existence of a given sphere in the geographical 

space). In this case identifying the immaterial social elements’ connections to geographical lo-

cations are not an easy task usually, the localization is frequently indirect (Nemes-Nagy, 1998). 

External space could be analysed in two main ways28. The pair of external space is the internal 

space. Those spatial aspects, inequalities and order that exist in the social sphere themselves, 

separated from (or not attributed to) the geographical space constitute the internal spaces. These 

are abstract space of a given sphere, which can be examined through basic relations of dual 

values (Nemes-Nagy, 1998; Dusek, 2004).  

Due to the string of interconnectedness, separation of different spaces is not an easy task. 

According to Nemes-Nagy (2007), the basis of regional study’ approach is the distinction be-

tween the localized outer space of society attributed to the geographical (“terrestrial”) space 

and the inner space of given social spheres. The outer space in this view is the depiction and 

mapping of social processes. Similarly, Lengyel (2010) and Faragó (2012) emphasise the duality 

of phisycal and social space analyses. 

After all, regional study’s approach brought new aspects into the concept of spatiality. It 

incorporates “internal spaces” into the analysis; Its central method is the regional analysis in-

stead of the sectoral approach; it concentrates on elements (spatial categories) to describe spatial 

inequalities and configurations. In adaptation planning and evaluations similar examinations 

are frequently conducted. 

In regional study, economic, social, cultural and geographical spaces are often considered 

as different layers upon each other (Figure 2 part c). Differences within a given thematic space 

layer are transformed into spatial inequalities. When one examines such a complex and multi-

sectoral topic than climate adaptation, or climate vulnerability with their impact chain-based 

elements; the application of this multi-layered approach considering both external and internal 

spaces and different spatial elements/aspects via regional science’s complex double-sided 

methodology can be an asset to be utilized in a wider adaptation policy-oriented research’s 

empirical part.  

 

4.4. Political and administrational sciences – socially constructed realities and spaces 

 

                                                 
28 Regional research describes or compares different territorial entities, their characteristics and structures, focus-

ing on society’s spatiality by quantitative spatial parameters, where the main analytical units are the territorial 

entities. The other way, sectoral analysis focuses on a relative homogeneous social sphere’s spatially determined 

institutions, processes and actors to describe the spatial division through its functioning (Nemes-Nagy ed., 2005).  
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Political/administrational studies and international relations concentrate among other things 

on different governance and regime types, the related global processes and their territorial con-

sequences. These factors might also seriously influence the establishment, structure and func-

tioning of national adaptation policies’ planning and MRE system-building practices.  

Norms, rules, and their differences mean important information to understand the differ-

ent approaches of given communities (e.g., nations, states). Looking through the different po-

litical science- and IR-theories, it seems that some social theory-based schools, like construc-

tivism and post-structuralism are adequate also for depicting “behavioural” differences and 

space interpretations. Constructivism thinks that rather a nation’s (historical, cultural, and so-

cial) belief system explains their policy efforts and behaviour than their general material inter-

ests. Not only geography, technology, and wealth BUT also ideas, norms and rules define states’ 

identities and interests, they even constitute the actors themselves. Social construction of reality 

is the core concept of constructivism, saying that actors, interests, and identities are constructed 

socially, and these constructed categories help to understand the world (Barnett, 2019; Sørensen 

et al., 2021). Another theoretical school, post-structuralism’s main questions are: how we con-

struct the world and how constructions of the world, people and places make given policies 

natural/legitimate? Its representatives make ontological assumptions about concepts because it 

matters how we are viewing the world (Hansen, 2019; Sørensen et al., 2021). The analysed 

differences between national behaviours and concept constructions can explain differences is 

national adaptation-oriented planning- and MRE-system constructions. 

This approach brings up once again the issue of socially constructed “internal” and “so-

cial” space interpretations. These might have also an impact on a given society’s spatial struc-

tures. Faragó (2012) pays our attention that our affairs are arranged in the world in accordance 

with our perception of our spatial existence. For example, a given government operationalizes 

its internal space interpretations through regionalization processes or development of polycen-

tric spatial structures; in other cases, they prefer decentralised management systems. In this 

respect territorial governance is a practical space-organizing intervention deriving from internal 

space interpretations (Figure 3)29. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Different Hungarian urban network-related development concepts in different pe-

riods’ Hungarian national spatial policies (NSDC 2005 (left), NDRC 2014 (middle and right) 

Source: Parliamentary Decree 97/2005. (XII. 25.) and NGM-NTH (2014) 

                                                 
29 As a good example, these differences can be detected also in the different Hungarian settlement network-related 

development objectives of different periods’ domestic territorial policies. While the second National Spatial De-

velopment Concept (2005), in the era of European regionalisation, had emphasised the role of development poles 

(regional centres) in the Hungarian settlement network; then the next National Development and Regional Devel-

opment Concept in 2014 already focused on different tiers of the urban system simultaneously, and put growing 

weight on county seats as sign of a polycentric development approach. The two different viewpoints reflect the 

changing spatial concepts of different political leaderships– and in different times these different approaches were 

operationalized. 
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Relativist and constructivist spatial approaches, as we saw, emphasise space’s relational 

dimension, considering space as a direct product of society, made up from societal relations. 

These socially constructed “internal”, “social” space interpretations can influence the spatial 

structure of society, too. In our case, historical, cultural, political and social characteristics of 

different societies must also be taken into account in an analysis concentrating on national ad-

aptation policy activities, to find out how these characteristics influence different nations’ ad-

aptation policy activities. Differences in planning and MRE practices may root back to different 

national administrational and governmental features. Furthermore, manifestation of societal 

space interpretation into political/administrational spatial structures are good examples for the 

important role of socially constructed space interpretations’ impacts on practical life and (even 

adaptation) policy decisions. 

 

4.5. Two external space oriented regional disciplines: geopolitics/regional economics as ge-

ography of international relations/economy 

 

Geography itself (more exactly: the external geographical space) is the essence of geopolitics, 

as the different definitions of the disciplines show. Numerous authors concentrate on the pivotal 

role of geographical settings in their definitions, focusing on political power’s spatial frame-

work (Cohen, 1973, 2008; Agnew, 1989; Tuathail et al., 1997; Kelly, 2016; Morgado, 2020).  

The discipline’s spatiality manifests already in its scope: namely the political processes 

at the international and on the domestic level, each influencing the other. Geography in geopol-

itics is defined as places. Place here means both the exact locations/settings where the afore-

mentioned interactions occur, and the connections between these places (Cohen, 2008; Mor-

gado, 2020). In these cases, the already known external space and relativist approach emerge 

again. Geographic proximity, differences in population density, or places’ locations all influ-

ence political decisions. The picture is not constant: changes in geographical settings (e.g., dis-

covery/depletion of natural resources, movement of people and capital, etc.) make geopolitical 

perspectives dynamic.  

In the process of globalization, a much more complex geopolitical system stands out, 

restructuring existing hierarchical settings. Sub- and supranational levels’ importance is in-

creasing; macro regions, city regions, metropolitan entities, megalopolises competing even with 

states (Rosenau, 1992; Cohen, 2008; Vogler, 2019). Among the main systemic changes, the 

long-term alterations in climate and the natural environment must be particularly mentioned 

(e.g., the changing climatic factors influencing national strategies) (Cohen, 2008)30. Climate 

change impacts and consequences vary from region to region causing large scale trans-border 

immigration that can change the existing situations (Cohen, 2008; Marshall, 2015).  

The enlisted geographical factors of geopolitics can be utilized as analytical aspects in 

the planned empirical analyses of national adaptation polices. The picture is not constant: 

changes in geographical settings make geopolitical perspectives dynamic, as we saw, with the 

special example of climate change and its consequences. How given nations, states can use their 

climate adaptation policies in strengthening cooperation with or exert influence on other regions 

is also worth examining. 

                                                 
30 Global warming and melting of ice caps make Arctic waters navigable and exploitable undersea energy sources 

from the continental shelves making these regions more attractive for great powers. Agriculture can extend into 

more northern areas in some regions (e.g., in Europe northern shifting of wine regions is expected). Increasing 

climate migration triggered by famine, desertification, floods, etc. is threatening among others Greece, Turkey, 

and other Levantine countries. Climate change impacts and consequences vary from region to region causing 

large scale trans-border immigration that can change the existing situations (Cohen, 2008; Marshall, 2015). 
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Another geography-oriented sectoral discipline is regional economics. Regarding territo-

rial aspects, all branches of economics deal mainly with internal spaces; the analysis of whom 

are usually not part of empirical spatial analyses; rather the earlier introduced regional sciences 

concentrate on external spaces, or territorial analysis of given social spheres. Nemes-Nagy 

(1998) brings economics and regional studies as examples, as the former focusing on analysis 

of the economic space, while the latter on the spatial analysis of the economy. Dusek (2004) 

draws similar consequences: as opposed to social or economic geography, regional economics 

concentrate on society/economy and their territorial features; and examine the relation between 

society/economy and external conditions (among them the natural and social space) in general. 

Localized outer spaces of regional economies might also be taken into consideration in the 

research, especially in case of national monitoring activities and territorial implications of quan-

titative environmental evaluation methods and indicator systems.  

 

4.6. Regional development: policy-oriented manifestation of regional economics/regional ge-

ography 

 

When looking for space interpretations, even those practical fields are worth being dealt with 

that influence public and professional thinking about space. Among the most important of such 

fields are the regional development policy and the related strategic and spatial planning activ-

ities, as applied practical manifestations of regional geography and regional economics. In other 

words, regional economics, regional geography, and regional sciences provide the scientific 

background of policy and decision making in regional development. 

Out of this practical space interpretation framework, a special mention must be made 

about the notion of territorial cohesion. The concept has been one of the essential pillars of the 

EU development policies in the last two decades. Salamin calls our attention to the evolution 

of the concept from being a pure balancing policy of regional differences31 to a practice- and 

policy-oriented integrated space interpretation. He says that since the elaboration of the TA 

2020 document, territorial cohesion has become the subject of scientific research to an ever-

growing extent. And although it remained a policy category and have not become a scientific 

concept (Salamin, 2018), its factors prove useful in any territorial/spatial research’s analytical 

aspect system. 

Territorial cohesion’s most comprehensive interpretation is introduced by the 2011 Ter-

ritorial State and Perspectives of the European Union32 (TSP) document and the TA 2020 Strat-

egy. According to the TSP territorial cohesion means on the one hand the increasingly powerful 

mainstreaming of territorial aspects into sectoral development directions. On the other hand, it 

underlines the importance of a comprehensive and integrated (spatial) planning approach that 

takes special geographical features into consideration (Salamin, 2018). These main directions 

emerge indirectly in the TA 2030 document, too, but the accurateness of the description does 

not reach the level of the TA 2020. The enlisted territorial (cohesion) concepts can emerge 

among any research’s analytical aspects that focuses on spatiality of climate adaptation. 

Strategic spatial planning activity is one of the main supporters of regional development 

policy’s objectives. In the first decades of the 21st century changing emphases in these activities 

can be observed: most authors underline that networked governance forms and blurred bound-

aries of functional territories got key positions in the changing planning systems. Strategic in-

terventions have appeared even at scales other than those of the statutory (local/regional) plan-

ning system. Traditionally states shaped their territories into territorial structures harmonized 

with the administrative borders of elected bodies, covering the whole national state territory 

without overlaps. However, these boundaries were not flexible enough to handle current socio-

                                                 
31 The first policy use of the term by the EC in 2004 gave a reason for this.  

32 TSP is the policy strategy supporting background document of TA2020.  
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economic problems. As a response, non-governmental and business organisations started to 

create new functional spatial units at different territorial levels. These new functional territories 

result in a non-state-centred spatial view (Rosenau, 1992, 1995; Somlyódiné, 2019). As a result, 

policy making focuses on new forms of multi-layered, flexible scales instead of rigid, formal, 

clear geographical boundaries of administrational units, depicting better the real processes (All-

mendinger & Haughton, 2010; Somlyódiné, 2019). The management of these functional spatial 

units led to the definition of soft spaces, other than administrational ones.  

EU regional policy also deals with the problem of functional versus administrative 

places.33. Particularly in connection with the climate issue the documents emphasise benefits of 

adaptation strategies targeting functional areas by acting and cooperating at levels of river- or 

lake-basin, coastal or urban regions etc. The relation between administrational units and natural 

geographical areas is a good example: ecological, natural processes are not operating in the 

framework of territorial statistical units (as we remember: climate change does not “recognize” 

political borders). Emergence of functional territories as subjects/targets of adaptation planning 

and MRE activities is also worth examining as part of the analytical aspect system of the 

planned research. 

 

5. Conclusions and summary  

 

5.1. Applicable space concepts and interpretations for the examination of adaptation’s spa-

tiality 

 

To make proper foundation for an empirical analysis of spatiality’s emergence in climate adap-

tation policy, as a first step, adaptation’s spatiality, or spatiality in adaptation policy has to be 

defined. For this, space concepts of territory- or space-oriented disciplines and policy domains 

were collected. A wide variety of space interpretations emerged before us that show connec-

tions to adaptation policy, and in several points, they can be linked to the planned analysis of 

national adaptation policy activites’ spatiality (Table 1). 

In the conceptualization of adaptation’s spatiality, absolutist interpretation is utilizable in 

the depiction of the geographical space as the place where climate change processes occur. 

(Natural) geography’s absolute space interpretation and its space, place and territory concepts 

preserved their significant impact on human space interpretation even today. Relative interpre-

tations can be used in the analysis of territorial dimensions. Social and economic geography’s 

space considerations as a system of relations between objects is essential because adaptation 

policies must concentrate on territorial differences: different territorial impacts of and adaptive 

capacities/vulnerability to climate change in given territorial units. The examination of different 

spatial elements’ presence is also based on relative space interpretations. 

Objective spaces, and within this category, external space must be especially focused on 

as localized outer space of given spheres. In our case a given territorial unit’s natural environ-

ment, economy or society will mostly be the subject (= sphere) of national adaptation plans’ 

situation analyses.  

However, as we have already mentioned in the earlier subchapters, the evolution of space 

interpretations brought even internal space-oriented studies into the focus. Regional study, for 

example, focuses simultaneously on external, localized outer spaces with geographic space-

attributions and on given spheres’ internal space structures and concepts. It applies regional 

                                                 
33 The TSP 2011 document emphasised that territorial cohesion is relevant not only at different territorial levels 

but even in different functional territories. Moreover, it advocated a place-based approach providing better tai-

lored territorial messages for functional territorial units within the interventions of Cohesion Policy. Both the 

TSP and the TA 2020 (ad its newest version, the TA 2030 as well) urge that planning, and management activities 

of urban settlements have to look over their administrative borders and focus on their functional regions. 
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analysis instead of the sector-oriented one; implements given social spheres’ localization and 

connection to geographical space where differences/structures within a given thematic space 

can be transformed into territorial inequalities. It considers different (geographical, social, eco-

nomic) spaces as different layers upon each other.  

Here, the interpretative approach is also remarkable, that cannot be neglected in the case 

of climate policy, let alone climate adaptation, with its comprehensive, horizontal nature inte-

grating numerous sectors, overarching them with a climate vulnerability-oriented umbrella. As 

spatial planning, adaptation policy also synthetizes different sectoral development directions 

onto a territorial unit. For doing this the multi-layered approach’s benefit is unambiguous. 

Relativist, constructivist spatial approaches also emphasise the relational dimension, re-

garding space as a direct product of society made up from societal relations. These socially 

constructed internal and social space interpretations can influence a society’s practical admin-

istrational spatial structures, too, which can have an impact on adaptation’s spatial frameworks, 

influencing the use of adaptation policy instruments, too. A national adaptation policy-oriented 

research must be interested in what extent are differences in national adaptation planning and 

MRE system-building practices in different countries are rooted back to administrational and 

governmental features. 

The main geopolitical or geo-economic approaches through geographical re-orientation 

of their mother disciplines (politics and economics) play their part in adaptation’s spatial ap-

proaches, too. Space interpretations in geopolitics are basically identical with the already intro-

duced external spaces (geographical space with physical environmental elements) as localized 

outer perspectives of politics, where geographic proximity and places’ locations influence po-

litical decisions. Moreover, the relativist approach emerges here again. Interesting question is 

how given states can use their climate adaptation policies in strengthening cooperation with or 

exert influence on other regions. Similarly, geo-economics and regional economics concentrate 

on their respective localized outer spaces. That approach will be depicted through the analysis 

of national adaptation-oriented indicator sets. 

Geographic space-oriented adaptation policy instruments are the primary subjects of my 

wider future research. As a practical issue, even applied policy-oriented space concepts ought 

to be considered. Regional development policy’s territorial cohesion-oriented conceptual back-

ground, and the related strategic and spatial planning activities can also play crucial part in the 

identification of spatiality through their presence in adaptation documents. 

Adaptation’s spatiality also might touch the problem of functional territories versus ad-

ministrational units: different sectors and thematic fields are operating in special territorial 

frameworks, often different from administrational districts. The emergence of functional space 

concepts of regional geography and regional development policy is also worth examining in 

national planning or MRE documents. 

Summarizing the different approaches and interpretations of the examined disciplines, we 

can draw the conclusion in the form as an indicative definition for spatiality / spatial think-

ing. In general, spatiality can mean the prevalence of the above introduced spatial/territorial 

aspects in thinking and activities, if the analysed approaches, decisions, and actions are signif-

icantly influenced by the geographic characteristics, spatially/territorially different natural/so-

cial/economic endowments, and spatial structures. We – at least during this research – under-

stand under the term spatiality in development policy and climate policy the conscious, con-

stant and consequent taking of external and internal spatial elements and their characteristics, 

territorial/spatial differences, and spatial order into consideration within the absolute or rela-

tive space in the examined activities: planning and MRE, particularly in climate adaptation. We 

consider a policy activity spatially conscious if it put significant weight on these spatial 

dimensions (characteristics, differences, and configurations) both in its evidence seeking phase, 

reasoning, and decisions (vision- and objective design and elaboration of measures), during 
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setting up indicator sets, and conducting evaluations or establishing decision supporting sys-

tems. If these aspects are at least equal with the weight of the sectoral approach (separated 

handling of different thematic fields) or even dominate it, then we can talk about a spatially 

oriented approach, or spatial sensitivity of these activities. 

 

Table 1: Space interpretations and their possible application in an analysis of adaptation 

policy’s spatiality 

 
Source: Own editing (2023) 

 

5.2. Summary of the findings and further steps 

 

The article gives a short overview of different geographic, external and internal space-oriented 

disciplines’ space and territory interpretations to make a proper theoretical background of ana-

lysing national climate adaptation strategic and MRE documents’ sensitivity to spatial issues. 

As the 5.1. subchapter shows, a mixture of absolute ad relative interpretations, a more empha-

sised use of objective and external spaces, as well as territorial cohesion concepts of regional 

development policy can constitute the theoretical foundations of the future examination of the 

role and degree of spatiality in national adaptation policy instruments. Based on the reviewed 

concepts even a definition of spatial sensitivity (of adaptation policy) has been defined. 
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The aforementioned spatial sensitivity has not been examined yet in the field of climate 

adaptation policy, however, the connection between the policy field and the geographical space 

and spatiality is inevitable. As a further research direction, a detailed analysis of spatiality’s 

weight in policy instruments is outlined. Figure 4’s last column once again summarizes main 

implications/potential utilization of given disciplines/fields space concepts and their aspects 

connected to adaptation’s spatial sensitivity as parts of an analytical aspect system, to make a 

proper base for the future research, in which, as initial step in this area, a comparative analysis 

of European national adaptation activities’ spatiality will serve as a comprehensive pilot anal-

ysis. We see: the issue of space interpretations is a multidimensional question – as well as space 

itself. Consequently, when identifying spatiality/territoriality in a policy field, or when elabo-

rating a proper analytical aspect system for a planned comparative analysis of national climate 

adaptation policy documents we must draw from several sources. This fact does not make the 

task easier – but we cannot expect any other result if we are dealing with two such complex 

issues than climate adaptation and spatial thinking. 
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